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Abstract 

Journal bearings are most widely used in mechanical 
components to support rotating shafts and machines such as 
generators, blower, compressors, IC & EC engines, etc. These 
bearings are superior to rolling element in the shock 
absorption resistance, quietness and long life. Fluid film 
journal bearings support the external loads, i.e., radial loads 
by generating pressure in the lubricating oil film with 
minimum wear and power loss. This review article deals with 
the Static and Dynamic characteristic performance of non-
circular hydrodynamic journal bearing operating with non-
Newtonian fluid (i.e Power law fluid or Ostwald de Wael, 
Magnetic and Electric, and Nano Fluids) including the 
turbulent, Inertia effects. To analyze a modified Reynolds 
equation is to be derived by considering different effects and 
then the equation is to be solved by using numerical methods 
and simulation. Stability criteria can be applied to get the 
threshold speed of the rotating shaft. 
Keywords: - Hydrodynamic journal bearings, Magnetic and 
Nano type fluid, turbulent, Inertia effects, Reynolds equation. 
 

Introduction 

Journal bearings are most widely used mechanical 
components used to support rotating shaft and machine such 
as steam turbines, generators, blowers, compressors, internal 
combustion engines, etc. These bearings are superior to 
rolling element bearing in vibration absorption shock 
resistance, quietness and long life. All these characteristics 
come from the journal bearing principle of supporting a shaft 
by a thin oil film. Hydrodynamic journal bearings support the 
external loads, i.e., radial loads by generating pressure in the 
lubricating oil film with minimum wear and power loss. 
 Among hydrodynamic journal bearings, circular 
bearings are familiar and most widely used bearings. Due to 
the single active oil film circular journal bearings, the 
temperature rise in oil film is quite high. This resulted in the 
development of non-circular bearings which operate with 
more than one active film. The non-circular journal bearing 
geometries enhance the shaft stability and this will reduce 
power loss and increase the oil flow (due to more than one 

active oil film) thus reducing the oil film temperature. Among 
the non-circular bearings: elliptical, two-lobe bearing, offset-
halves and three-lobe bearings are the most commonly used. 
 Many practical lubrication applications may be found 
where the Newtonian fluid constitutive approximation is not a 
satisfactory engineering approach to lubrication problems. 
The theory of Stokes is the simplest generalization of the 
classical theory of fluids which allows for polar effects such 
as the presence of a non-symmetric stress tensor and couple 
stresses. Thus the lubricating oil containing additives and 
contaminants can be modelled as micro polar fluid or couple 
stress fluid depends on the additive molecules. 

Some Investigators worked for improving the 
bearing performance by using couple stress, power law of 
fluids and etc. Sharma et al. [1] Investigated by using 
microploar fluids indicated high load carrying capacity 
bearings. Studied the two-lobe and three-lobe bearings static 
load of off-set bearings by using non- Newtonian fluids [2-
4].Batra et al. [5] Investigated on three-lobe pressure-dam 
bearing is considerably better than a common main fold-lobe 
bearing. 

In a porous bearing as the journal speed increases, 
the lubricant present in the tiny cavities of the bearing gets 
expelled out and provides a hydrodynamic film. The static and 
dynamic performance characteristics of two-lobed and three-
lobed hydrodynamic porous bearing improve as compared to 
an ordinary multi-lobe bearing [6-7]. 

Non-circular bearings may have various impacts on 
the static or dynamic execution. Also by using various types 
of lubricants such as Power law fluid, Magnetic and Electric, 
Nano Fluids, etc. Hence a review on non-circular journal 
bearing is necessary. The main aim of this review paper is to 
study the non-circular journal bearings opening with Non-
Newtonian Fluids. 
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Non-Newtonian Fluids. 

In a Non-Newtonian liquid the connection between the shear 
pressure and the shear rate is unique and can even be time-
subordinate (Time Subordinate Viscosity) - a steady 
coefficient of thickness can't be characterized for Non-
Newtonian liquids as its workable for Newtonian liquids. 

 

 
Figure 1: Classification of fluids with shear stress and shear 

rate. 
If there should be an occurrence of the Non-Newtonian fluids, 
the concept of viscosity normally utilized as a part of fluid 
mechanics to describe the shear decencies of a fluid isn't 
exactly satisfactory. Rather, they are studied best through a 
few other rheological decencies that identify with strain rate 
tensors under various flow conditions which are measured 
utilizing distinctive gadgets or rheometers. 
Types of Non-Newtonian Fluids:- 

Non-Newtonian Fluids can be classified into two categories 
based on the time and, they are 

1. Time Dependent 
2. Time Independent 

Time Dependent 

The viscosity of the fluids is reliant on temperature, shear rate 
and time.  
Contingent upon how viscosity changes with time the flow 
conduct is described as:  

 Thixotropic    (time thinning, i.e. viscosity decreases 
with time)  

 Rheopectic    (time thickening, i.e. viscosity 
increases with time)  

Thixotropic fluids are very regular in compound and in 
nourishment industry. Rheopectic fluids are exceptionally 
uncommon. 
Note: a few fluids indicate time diminishing behavior because 
of breakdown of structure. This marvel is now and again 
known as rheomalaxis 
Cases:  

• Thixotropic: yogurt, paint  
• Rheopectic: gypsum glue 

Time Independent 

Fluids for which the rate of shear anytime is resolved just by 
the estimation of the shear stress by point at that instant ; these 
fluids are differently known as time, absolutely gooey, 
generalized Newtonian liquids [GNF] 

Conversely, one can say that such fluids have no 
memory of their past history. i.e., the apparent viscosity 
depends only on the rate of shear at any particular moment 
and not on the time for which the shear rate is applied. The 
relation between shear stress and shear strain is more complex 
and this type can be written as 

τ=k (-γ ̇ )^n 
 

REVIEW OF NON-CIRCULAR BEARINGS 

The accompanying areas quickly clarify the different 
explores led to non-circular bearings and their effects on the 
bearing execution. The distinctive areas include two-lobed, 
three-lobed and four-lobed heading, Nano Liquids grease, oil 
with non-Newtonian ointments, and near investigation of 
various bearing arrangements. 
Two Lobed Bearings: 

Kumar et al. (1980) registered a planning data utilizing a 
variational solution which included Sommerfeld number, 
equilibrium locus, damping coefficient, liquid film firmness, 
temperature rise parameter and end flow friction parameter. In 
this investigation, the flow field was calculated based on the 
hydrodynamic oil hypothesis. From the examination, it was 
discovered that the attitude angle diminishes forcefully past a 
specific estimation of unpredictability ratio. In this manner a 
sudden increase in whimsy ratio could be observed for the 
lower projection and practically identical decline in eroticism 
for the upper flap. Because of this the vertical load bolster 
expanded. The end flow shifted with a Sommerfeld number 
like that announced in (Pinkus et al. (1961). With the 
expansion in Sommerfeld number, the erosion coefficient 
increments and the temperature rise parameter diminishes. 
For offset parts journal bearing, Malik et al., (1982) built up 
outline information with offset factor 0.5 and having 
distinctive perspective proportions in the laminar and 
turbulent flow. Utilizing Galerkin's technique, a variation 
arrangement of Reynolds condition was utilized as a part of 
the advancement of information using explanatory 
methodology. A correlation of this examination was done and 
was observed to be in good agreement (Lund and Thomsen 
(1978)). 
Some two-lobe bearing configurations were compared with 
elliptical and offset halves bearing and their geometrical 
variation as shown in figure 1(Malik (1983). From the , it was 
concluded that configuration 1 had the maximum load 
carrying capacity for the largest operating eccentricity among 
all the four bearing configurations. When the eccentricity 
increased the difference in load carrying capacity was found 
to decrease. Oil requirement and the heat dissipation 
capacities for the bearing will be in the increasing order from 
configurations 1 to 4. Configuration 3 generally had the best 
stiffness and damping characteristics among all the four 
configurations. Dynamic characteristics were good for 
configurations 1 and 4, but only in the limited range of 
operation 
. 

 
Figure 2: Bearing Lobes 
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Soni et al. (1985) contemplated the impact of turbulence by 
solving the adjusted Reynolds condition using the linear 
izedturbulence hypothesis proposed. The result is based of 
linearized hypothesis and non-linearized hypothesis were 
analyzed by Ng and Pan(1965). It demonstrates that linearized 
hypothesis give precise outcomes just at an estimation of 
Reynolds number 3000. 
Dwivedi et al. (2013) investigated the impact of the geometry 
of lobes and L/D ratio (0.75, 1.0 and 1.5) on the static 
characteristics of two-lobed journal bearing. The impact of 
static characteristics of the two-lobe elliptical and offset 
profile bearings were studied in this work. The Reynolds 
equations in the steady state form in two dimensions were 
solved by FDM. From the investigation,it was observed that 
the load capacity of elliptical bearing was better as compared 
with two lobe offset bearings. 
Three Lobe Bearings 

A similar report based on the dynamic and static execution of 
some three lobed bearing configurations (figure 1) was 
finished by Sinhasan et al. (1980). A similar strategy was used 
in the examination of two lobed, three lobed and offset 
bearing by Sinhasan et al. (1981), Malik et al. (1981b), Kumar 
et al. (1980), Malik et al. (1982) and Malik et al. (1981a) were 
used as a part of this investigation too. The outcome was 
observed to matching with those of Lund and Thomsen 
(1978),Pinkus (1959) and Lund (1965). From the 
examination, it was seen that the static load support was the 
best for the symmetric upright design. For both un-symmetric 
and symmetric transformed arrangements the dynamic 
performance appeared more encouraging. 
Malik et al. (1981b) developed a design data of three lobed 
bearing working in the laminar and turbulent regimes of 
operation. The same solution procedure which they employed 
in his two-lobe bearing work (malik et ai.(1982)) was used 
here. It was found that the bearing load support and power 
loss, increase with Reynolds number and eccentricity. An 
increase in critical mass of the journal and stiffness and 
damping coefficients  an increase in Reynolds number 
indicated an increased dynamic performance of the bearing. It 
was seen that in the turbulent regime, the overall dynamic 
performance of the bearing was improved. 
Flack and Paths (1982) researched the strength of an 
unbending rotor mounted on a three-lobed bearing with 
systematically varying the load introduction, preload factor 
and offset factor. It was discovered that course, having normal 
preload factors and counterbalance variables of 0.1 or lesser 
esteem were more adjusted than those with balance factors. 
For a given load introduction and preload esteem, a particular 
balance factor exists which was having least steadiness. At 
long last, the solidness of the rotor expanded has the pre stack 
factor increment. 
Four-Lobed Bearing 

Malik (1983) directed a similar report on the execution of the 
tilted and symmetric four-lobed journal bearing 
configurations. The weighted residual principle alongside 
Galerkin's rule was utilized to build up the FE conditions. 
From the examination, it was discovered that execution of the 
parent symmetric bearing setup was improved by tilting. A 
tilted bearing have enhanced warmth dispersal, expanded least 
film thickness, and lesser power loss for a similar load bolster 

when contrasted with a symmetric bearing. The dynamic 
qualities of an appropriately tilted bearing were discovered 
remarkable to that of the symmetric bearing. 
The stability of submerged four-projection oil bearing 
experiencing dynamic loading condition was researched by 
Pai &Majumdar (1992). They anticipated the diary focus 
directions for a submerged bearing experiencing the 
accompanying load conditions 1) unidirectional consistent 
load 2) unidirectional occasional load and 3) variable pivoting 
load utilizing a non-linear transient strategy. Under 
comparative load conditions, the directions of the submerged 
plane barrel shaped bearing were compared with those for 
diary focus acquired. Utilizing Jakobsson-Floberg-Olsson 
(JFO) cavitation show, the Reynolds equation was 
incorporated. The examination consolidates the ancient times 
of the oil film. The cavitation show alongside oil film history 
gives adequate data about the dynamic state of submerged 
orientation. It was found from the examination that four lobe 
bearings were discovered stable however the plain heading 
were discovered unsteady at low estimations of whimsy 
proportions. 
Centrality of weight dams in the dynamic execution of a four-
flap weight dam bearing was investigatedby Bhusan et al 
(2002). It was made by uniting two alleviation tracks in the 
lower flaps and two weight dams in the upper projections of a 
general four-lobed bearing. The arrangement methodology 
utilized in Mehta and Rattan (1993) was utilized here also. It 
was watched that with the joining of weight dams and 
alleviation tracks the solidness of a four-projection 
bearingincreases. As the alleviation track hub width builds, 
the strength of the four-projection weight dam bearing was 
discovered toincrease. The security was found to increment as 
the L/D proportion diminishes. 
Porous Bearing 

After the initial work by Morgan and Cameron (1957) with 
respect to the fluids of porous bearings, the performance of 
two-lobed porous and non-porous hydrodynamic journal 
bearings was thought about by Sinhasen et al. (1980). From 
the investigation it was discovered that at bring down 
unpredictability, the impact of porosity was immaterial. A 
two-lobed permeable bearing works with higher demeanor 
point and higher eroticism than with a common two-lobed 
bearing, for the same load support. As the porosity increment, 
the dynamic coefficient and minimum amount diminishes 
however the side spillage and frictional power misfortune 
increments. Porosity lessened the strength of the diary bearing 
framework 
The natural of transient movement and stability edge were 
examined for three-lobes bearings bearing (Malik et 
al.(1981a)). Routh's measure was utilized to figure it in light 
of the minimum amount of journal. For an in distinguishable 
unconventionality from the load permeability parameter 
expanded, it was discovered that the heap support of the 
bearing decreased. For the same load support, the demeanor 
point and working unusualness expanded as the porousness 
parameter expanded. The solidness and damping coefficients 
and power misfortune step by step diminished as the porosity 
expanded. It was discovered that the static and dynamic 
attributes change in a comparative way for two-lobed and 
three-lobed diary bearing. 
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Non-Newtonian Lubricants 

The execution of two-lobes pressure dam bearing was 
investigated with micro polar lubricants (Sharma and 
Rattan(2010). A rectangular step was circumferentially cut in 
the upper lobe and a help track was accommodated the base 
lobe. The altered Reynolds condition under small scale polar 
oil was utilized here. From the examination it was found that 
the load carrying limit of the bearing ascent with micropolar 
grease. The disposition point diminish with micropolar oil. 
The effect of micro scale polar grease on the static attributes 
of multi-lobed direction were examined by Rahmatabadi et al. 
(2010a). From the investigation it was presumed that utilizing 
smaller scale polar lubrication round bearing, enhanced the 
load conveying capacity, diminishes coefficient of contact and 
side leakage. The attitude angle diminished with smaller scale 
polar grease. 
Chetti (2014) considered the impact of micropolar liquids in a 
three-lobed bearing by determining its dynamic 
characteristics. FDM was connected to get the solution for 
Reynolds equation. For different qualities length and coupling 
number the dynamic attributes were resolved. The minimum 
amount of the bearing expanded and the whirlratio diminished 
as the coupling number expanded. The bearing solidness and 
damping coefficients with a micropolar fluid were more 
noteworthy than those of Newtonian liquid. The security was 
observed to be enhanced by utilizing a micropolar liquid. 
Sharma and Krishna (2015) explored the significance of L/D 
Proportion on the working of two-lobe weight dam bearing 
greased up with micropolar liquids. The dynamic qualities of 
the bearing were assessed at different L/D ratios. With 
increases in the angle proportions, the applied load limits 
increases. For lower estimation of attitude angle, the 
characteristic length will be lower. As characteristic length 
expands, the attitude angle increases. At higher dam width 
proportion, the damped frequency of spin was observed to be 
lower while edge speed and minimum mass increases 
Rahmatabadi et al., (2011) studied the effect of preload factor 
on two, three and four-lobed bearing lubricated with 
micropolar lubricant on the static performance characteristics. 
From the analysis, it was observed that the maximum pressure 
occurred for the four-lobe bearing. The side leakage flow, 
load carrying capacity, and attitude angle increased when the 
preload value increased. Bearings with larger number of lobes 
had higher load carrying capacity at smaller preload values. 
The results proved that by reducing the coefficient of friction, 
the micro polarity of the lubricant improves the performance 
of lobed bearing. 
Chetti (2010) contemplated the impact of couple pressure 
field was examined in a offset bearing greased up having non-
Newtonian oils. For an unbending and deformable bearing, 
the attributes of the bearing were resolved for different values 
of couple pressure parameter. The arrangement method was 
the same as nitty gritty in a  of Crosby and Chetti (2009).From 
the examination, it was watched that the weight and load 
conveying limit was discovered more for the bearing 
lubricated by couple pressure liquid than with Newtonian 
liquid. The mentality point, stack bearing limit, and side 
spillage will be more for unbending bearing than a deformable 
bearing. At the point when the couple pressure parameter 
expanded, the coefficient of contact, attitude angle and side 

leakage diminished 
 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF NON-CIRCULAR 

BEARINGS 

 

This area includes the different investigations were done on 
various multi-lobe bearings and its comparisons. The 
execution of four bearings with different designs was 
compared at for perfect conditions by Glienicke et al. (1980). 
Major deviations from perfect conditions were observed for 
high circumferential speed and high particular bearing applied 
loads. The static load limit was decreased by a static miss 
alignment in the bearing, but it doesn't have much effect on 
the vibration and stability conduct. 
The straight stables and nonlinear behavior of the single mass 
rotor in four diverse, multi-lobe configurations were 
considered (Li etal. (1980)). A period transient system in view 
of a variational principle was exhibited using the arrangement 
of the Reynolds condition. A non-linear transient investigation 
of an inflexible rotor in every one of these orientation was 
done above and underneath the threshold speed. To acquire 
the recurrence substance of the nonlinear circle, a numerical 
quick Fourier change examination was employed. It was 
discovered that using the variation approach, an exact and 
conservative methodology was produced suitable for the time 
transient examination of bearing for any L/D proportion. The 
curved bearing has fantastic strength. For activity in a region 
of light load or close freedom, the balance bearing was 
observed to be unrivaled. Curved bearing has the most   
vibration amplitude and offset bearing exhibits a minimal 
measure of sub synchronous vibration when it was operated 
above the direct dependability edge esteem. Transient 
reenactments demonstrated that the four-flap bearing has 
higher bearing forces than a three projection bearing after it 
has turned out to be temperamental. The counterbalance 
bearing has predominant dynamic quality above, and below 
the security edge in softly locked and close leeway 
applications. 
Wahed et al. (1982) examined distinctive bearing composes 
much of the time used journal bearings for stability and 
unbalance response for linear and non-linear analysis. 
Utilizing the linearized dynamic coefficient, the stability 
examination was carried out. The uneven response was 
determined by non-linear examination. The impact of bore 
shape, including sections and pockets, on the base film 
thickness and on the powers transmitted was investigated. A 
mathematical finite difference solution with Reynolds 
boundary conditions in both nonlinear and linear investigation 
was done by using the effective viscosity concept. It was 
observed that all parameters which stabilize the bearing 
increase the sensitivity to large unbalances. At the request of 
increasing resistance to unbalance loading, the bearings were 
positioned follows: three pockets, three-axial groove, offset 
three-lobes,elliptic, circular 
Chandra et al. (1983) looked at the dynamic behavior and 
unfaltering state behavior of specific gas-lubricated bearing 
arrangements. The dynamic examination used was established 
to work of Lund (1967) and Lund (1968b). The comparision 
depended on the load limit and compressibility number. It was 
found that the offset-halves bearing has predominant dynamic 
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characteristics. In the expanding order of dynamic stability, 
the configuration might be set as: lemon-bore; four-lobed, 
three-lobed bearings. 
FEM was utilized for contrasting the dynamic coefficients in 
of multi-lobed heading  (Dargaiah et al. (1993)). The matrix 
technique fallowed by the Shang and Dien (1989) was used 
here. The lobes unpredictability ratios and attitude angle were 
acquired for each bearing for a given flightiness ratios and 
attitude edge. From the investigation, it was found that the 
proposed FEM was precise and has no convergence problems. 
A technique for a forecast of dynamic coefficients and 
nonlinear reproduction of multi-lobed direction was produced 
by Rao et al. (2001) to assess the transient reaction, stiffness 
and damping coefficients, a semi-mathematical technique for 
Sommerfeld bearing solutions and unsteady Ocvirk were 
employed. At the point when flightiness proportions wind up 
higher, the dynamic coefficients computed by this technique 
coordinate well with the consequences of perturbation 
technique. For two-pivotal groove bearing the nonlinear 
dynamic response was obtained by a synchronous excitation 
compel. 
A numerical technique for the assurance of dynamic 
coefficients considering cavitation impact in four various 
multi-lobed bearings were proposed by Rao &Sawicki (2001). 
As per the necessity of JFO conditions (Elrod (1981)) a 
widespread mass conservation algorithm was proposed for 
foreseeing the cavitation regions. The JFO hypothesis 
expresses that lubrication gets shifted through striations 
extending the journal and bearing surfaces in the cavitation 
field. As the film burst limit was foreseen based on the 
coherence lubrication stream in journal orientation, the 
aftereffects of the bearing dynamic coefficients found utilizing 
cavitation algorithm coordinates well with the distributed 
work in view of Reynolds boundary condition. 
Conclusions. 

In this paper, different investigators conducted on non-circular 
bearings have been contemplated. The accompanying 
conclusions have been drawn from the investigation:  
1. In a three-lobed bearing, the static and dynamic 

attributes rely upon the type of bearing configuration. 
The upright design demonstrates better static load 
support, while un-symmetric and symmetric inverted 
configurations indicate better dynamic performance. 

2. Stability of the two, three and four-lobed bearings 
increases to an expansive degree by consolidating 
pressure dams. The static and dynamic qualities fluctuate 
in a comparable manner for two and three-lobed 
permeable bearing. In lobed bearings, the stability 
diminish as the porosity increases.  

3. Lobed bearings with non-Newtonian fluid as lubricant 
actuate high load conveying capacity and high lubricant 
pressure than a Newtonian fluid.  

4. Lobed bearing with micropolar fluid demonstrate higher 
stiffness and damping coefficients than a Newtonian 
fluid lubricant. Thus soundness gets enhanced by 
utilizing micropolar lubricant.  

5. Elliptical bearing has a higher load conveying capacity 
than a two-lobed bearing of any setup. Circular and 
offset arrangements have great dynamic characteristics 
than some other two lobed bearings. The Solidness of the 

lobed bearing can be enhanced by changing the area of 
lobe or tilting inside a predefined range.  

6. Using micropolar lubrication in pressure dam bearings 
expands the load conveying limit of the bearing. 
Stability of the lobed bearing additionally increases by 
consolidating pressure dam bearings with micropolar 
lubrication.  

7. Offset-split bearing have prevalent dynamic 
characteristics. The offset-halved bearing works with the 
lowest power misfortune and stable dynamic execution 
when compared and lemon bore, three flaps and four 
lobe configurations. The load conveying capacity of an 
offset bearing lubricated up with non-Newtonian fluid is 
more than a bearing fluid up with a Newtonian liquid 

Research Gaps  

Based on the above literature survey, the following 
conclusions have been drawn: 
• Experimental investigations of the  film temperature across 
the width of offset-halves, multi-lobe, and elliptical journal 
bearing are reported to a very small extent in literature. 
• Thermal effects in various lobe bearings and Elliptical 
journal bearing configurations have been explored only to a 
very small extent. However, these bearings found wide 
applications in different machineries 
• Literature reveals that formulation of Energy equation for 
non-circular journal bearings with parabolic temperature 
profile method is done for some of the bearings only. 
• Recently, few authors are using simulation software for 
thermal studies of circular journal bearings and very limited 
have used this software for non-circular journal bearings. 
Author of the current paper finds it difficult to find any paper 
related the oil film temperature for the bearings under study 
using such simulation software’s. 
Future work 

1. Investigations ought to be conducted to study the impact 
of variation of oil inlet pressure on the oil film 
temperature circulation. 

2. Experimentation on different profiles must be led to 
investigate conducted to explore their behavior and the 
impact of unpleasantness may be presented  with while 
designing the bearing.  

3. The part of cavitations can also be presented in the 
analysis 

4. Statistical modeling using summed Reynolds condition 
can be endeavored.  

5. The work can also be extended out by considering the 
operation of the bearings in turbulent flow region. 

6. The CFD-based analysis must be carried out and 
contrasted and numerical modeling to accomplish more 
dependable data.  

7. An endeavor should be made to develops,design graphs 
for non-circular journal bearing. 
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